Abstract-We propose a method that can detect humans in a single image based on a novel cascaded structure. In our approach, both intensity-based rectangle features and gradient-based 1-D features are employed in the feature pool for weak-learner selection. The Real AdaBoost algorithm is used to select critical features from a combined feature set and learn the classifiers from the training images for each stage of the cascaded structure. Instead of using the standard boosted cascade, the proposed method employs a novel cascaded structure that exploits both the stage-wise classification information and the interstage cross-reference information. We introduce meta-stages to enhance the detection performance of a boosted cascade. Experiment results show that the proposed approach achieves high detection accuracy and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
T ECHNIQUES for detecting humans in images have attracted considerable attention in recent years because they have a wide variety of applications, such as video surveillance, smart rooms, content-based image/video retrieval, and intelligent transportation systems (ITS). Detecting people in a cluttered background is still challenging, since different human postures and illumination conditions can cause high intraclass variability of human appearances in images.
In the last two decades, object detection has become an active research field in which both efficiency and accuracy are important issues that should be addressed. In [38] , Viola and Jones proposed a boosted cascade for fast face detection. This cascaded structure has been further applied to many other object detection problems, such as multiview face detection [13] and pedestrian detection [39] . In these works, rectangle features are employed to construct the weak learners of the AdaBoost classifier for each stage of the cascade. While the use of rectangle Manuscript received September 29, 2007 ; revised April 16, 2008 . Published July 11, 2008 (projected) . This work was supported in part by Grants NSC 96-3113-H-001-011 and NSC 95-2221-E-001-028-MY3. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Luca Lucchese.
Y. features is effective for object-detection tasks such as face detection, they still encounter difficulties in detecting people. Recently, Dalal and Triggs [3] proposed a promising people detection method that can detect people in a single image. In this work, gradient-based features, histograms of oriented gradients (HOG), are designed to capture local gradient-orientation structure that can characterize human images. The HOG descriptor is inspired by Lowe's scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptor [21] , but it is computed on a dense grid of uniform space over an image. Nevertheless, a limitation of this method is that a high-dimensional feature vector is used to describe each detection window, which needs a somehow high computation cost.
In this paper, we develop an object detection framework that is both efficient and accurate. The novelty of our approach is two-fold. First, both intensity-based and gradient-based features are employed to better model the class of pedestrians. These two types of features can be evaluated efficiently via the integralimage [38] and integral-histogram [31] techniques. Second, a new cascaded structure is introduced to exploit the stage-wise classification information and the interstage cross-reference information so that the detection accuracy and efficiency can be enhanced.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review existing human detection approaches. In Section III, the real AdaBoost algorithm and the feature pool used in our approach are discussed. In Section IV, a novel cascaded structure of feed-forward classifiers is introduced. The experiment results are reported in Section V. Then, in Section VI, we present some concluding remarks indicating possible avenues for future research.
II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
Detecting objects in images is an essential task of a vision system. In recent years, researchers have paid increasing attention to the study of human detection for surveillance applications. One of the most popular methods is moving-foreground detection via background subtraction, after which a human detector is applied to the segmented foreground regions [10] , [11] , [24] . However, the background subtraction technique has some limitations. For example, it assumes that the camera's pose and the background scene are fixed, and a video sequence is required for background learning and maintenance. Hence, the technique cannot be applied to several problems, such as moving-camera surveillance, home-photo analysis, and commercial video-content understanding.
Some methods focus on detecting people in a single image or a video frame. Among them, a number of methods, generally referred to as holistic approaches, employ a full-body detector to analyze a single detection window. Utsumi and Tetsutani [37] developed a human detector by using geometrical pixel-value structures of human appearances. However, the color-based detection method is usually not robust enough for human detection. In addition to color information, some shape analysis approaches that use edge and/or silhouette information have also been proposed. In [9] , Gavrila and Philomin introduced a method that detects humans in images by extracting edge images and matching them to a template tree of learned examples with chamfer distances. This method has been extended in subsequent researches. For example, Gavrila [7] proposed a Bayesian model to estimate the posterior probability of the matched templates at the tree nodes, which can prune the unpromising paths early. In [8] , Gavrila and Munder proposed a multicue vision system integrating stereo-based, shape-based [9] , and textured-based information in a cascade for pedestrian detection and tracking.
Pedestrian detection techniques based on infrared images have also been developed in several studies. Nanda and Davis [25] proposed using probabilistic templates to capture variations in human shapes for pedestrian detection in infrared videos. Fang et al. [5] proposed a method that detects pedestrians in far-infrared images by using histogram-, inertia-, and contrast-based features for classification. These approaches are suitable for intelligent transportation systems to improve safety of night driving.
Except for template matching, classification-based methods have comprised the mainstream of research in recent years. For example, Zhao and Thorpe [41] combined stereo-based disparity segmentation and intensity-based gradient information to train a neural network model for pedestrian detection. Papageorgiou and Poggio [26] employed a polynomial support vector machine (SVM) to learn a pedestrian detector, where Haar wavelets are used as features. Viola and Jones proposed a boosted cascade of Haar-like rectangle features for fast frontal-view [38] and multiview [13] face detections. Subsequently, their work was extended to integrate intensity and motion information for walking person detection [39] . Various extensions of the rectangle features have been designed to further enhance the detection performance, including the center-surrounded features [20] , rotated features [20] , and diagonal features [13] . The cascaded structure has also been extended to tree structures for enhancing the detection accuracy [20] , [42] or for dealing with the multiclass problems [12] , [19] .
Recently, approaches using gradient-based features have been proposed. For example, Dalal and Triggs [3] designed HOG descriptors based on gradient orientation information, which are fed into a linear SVM for human detection. This method can achieve impressive detection results, but its detection speed can still be improved. Zhu et al. [43] employed linear SVM with HOG features as a weak learner in the boosted cascade, and thereby enhanced the efficiency of the HOG approach. Laptev [14] also employed the HOG descriptors in a boosting structure, but weighted fisher linear discriminant (WFLD) is used instead of linear SVM to improve the object detection. Dalal et al. [4] further extended the approach in [3] by combining the HOG descriptors with oriented histograms of optical flow to handle space-time information for moving human detection. Suard et al. [36] employed a HOG-based method for human detection in infrared images. Phung and Bouzerdoum [28] , [29] employed another gradient-based feature, edge-density (ED), to learn a boosted-cascade classifier for human detection. In [1] , Chen and Chen integrated gradient-based features, edge orientation histogram (EOH), and intensity-based features, rectangle features, to learn a cascaded human detector.
Since holistic approaches may fail to detect humans when occlusion occurs, some component-based approaches have been proposed to deal with the occlusion problem. Generally, a component-based approach searches a human object by looking for its apparent components and exploring the relationships between the components. For example, Mohan et al. [23] divided the human body into four components, the head, legs, left arm, and right arm, and learned a detector by using a polynomial SVM with Haar wavelet features for each component. Then, a fusion classifier constructed by a linear SVM was used to combine the component detectors for human classification. Ronfard et al. [32] used a body model with 14 joints and 15 body parts. A SVM or a relevance vector machine (RVM) detector was learned for each body part based on Gaussian derivative features. The detected parts were then assembled into body plans by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher's dynamic programming approach [6] . In [22] , Mikolajczyk et al. used position-orientation histograms of binary edges as features to build component-based detectors of the frontal/profile head, face, upper body, and legs. Wu and Nevatia [40] introduced edgelet features that were used in boosting for learning component detectors of the full body, head and shoulders, torso, and legs. After detecting human parts, the above two methods employed a joint probability model to aggregate the component detectors. Shashua et al. [35] divided the human body into 13 sub-regions, and learned a classifier based on the features of gradient orientation histograms for each sub-region. The AdaBoost algorithm is then employed to combine the component classifiers. Leibe et al. [15] developed a lateral pedestrian detector in crowded scenes by coding image patches in an implicit shape model (ISM) [16] , and combining it with a silhouette-based verification for object detection and segmentation. This approach has been extended for multiviewpoint and multiarticulation pedestrian detection [34] . It has also been extended to using multiple feature types for object detection [17] .
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for holistic human detection that can detect humans in a single image without employing image-sequence information. It is suitable for the cases where only single images are available, such as detecting people in home photos. We focus on investigation of the following issues.
1) What kinds of features, intensity-based, gradient-based, or hybrids of them, are appropriate for human detection? 2) How can stage-wise information be employed efficiently in a boosted cascade to improve the detection performance? We make a systematic study of these issues and verify the performance of our approach through comprehensive experimental comparisons. Although our approach is designed for holistic human detection, the learning framework can be applied to part-based detection. The proposed single-image-based approach can also be extended to an image-sequence-based approach by employing temporal features, such as optical flows [4] or motion patterns [39] .
III. REAL ADABOOST AND FEATURE POOL
Like most existing approaches, our method detects humans by using a detection window to scan an input image in a row-major order, after which a detector is applied to determine whether the sub-image of the window contains a human object. We perform multiple scans by using different window scales to detect humans of various sizes.
Unlike most other approaches, the proposed method combines both intensity-and gradient-based information for human detection. To exploit gradient information critical to accurate detection, some previous studies performed template matching on a number of candidates [7] - [9] ; some others represented a detection window as a high-dimensional feature vector [3] , [4] . However, the people detectors in these approaches are usually not fast enough. A high-dimensional feature like HOG or SIFT can be treated as a combination of many low-dimensional features. Instead of using high-dimensional representations, we separate the high-dimensional vector into several 1-D scalar features, and employ a real-value AdaBoost algorithm to train a human detector in an efficient cascaded structure. Next, we introduce the features used in our approach.
A. Intensity-Based Features
The intensity-based features employed in our work are rectangle features [38] (or very similar, Haar wavelet features [27] ). We use ten types of rectangle features as illustrated in Fig. 1 , including the horizontal-edge, vertical-edge, diagonal features proposed by Papageorgiou and Poggio [27] , horizontal-line and vertical-line features proposed by Viola and Jones [38] , as well as their tilted versions (rotated by 45 ) proposed by Lienhart and Maydt [20] . The features are defined as follows. Inside a detection window, blocks with different positions and aspect ratios can be produced. In each block, , a rectangle feature can be calculated as follows: (1) where denotes the th type rectangle feature ;
is the feature value in block ; and and are the illumination summations in the white and black regions, respectively. The integral-image method [38] is used for fast evaluation of these features.
B. Gradient-Based Features
Though rectangle features have been successfully applied to face detection [13] , [38] , the results for human detection are not satisfactory [3] , [39] , [43] . To solve the problem, gradient-based features have been introduced to increase the discriminating power of the features for human detection. In recent years, the SIFT descriptor [21] has achieved an impressive performance for image registration and object recognition. As a near-variant of SIFT descriptor, the HOG descriptor [3] has been employed for human detection by applying it to all the detection windows in an image, after which the descriptors are sent to an SVM to learn a human detector. In addition to visible-spectrum images, the HOG-based detector has also proven effective for pedestrian detection in infrared images [36] .
We now briefly review the HOG vector extracted in [3] . Each detection window is represented as a set of 7 15 overlapping blocks. Each block contains four nonoverlapping regions, called cells; and each cell is represented as a 9-bin histogram with each bin corresponding to a particular gradient orientation. Before accumulating orientation votes into bins, Gaussian spatial weighting was used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each pixel. To avoid the boundary effects, the trilinear interpolation was employed to vote the weighted gradient magnitude of each pixel into adjacent bins. Then, each block is represented by a 36-D unit-length vector. To reduce the influence of large gradient magnitudes, the L2-Hys normalization [3] was applied, which re-sets the vector's component values larger than 0.2 as equaling to 0.2, and then renormalizes it into a unit-length vector as suggested in [21] . In this way, a 3780-D feature vector, with encoded part-based gradient-orientation distributions, is used to represent a detection window so that a variety of human images can be characterized.
Such a representation is effective for people detection, but it has some limitations. First, the representation is too complex to evaluate, resulting in a slow detection speed. Second, all the dimensions of a HOG feature vector are employed simultaneously, so it is not possible to just use some of them to achieve efficient detection. In our approach, instead of employing a high-dimensional feature vector, we use a set of 1-D features derived from gradient orientations.
Similar to HOG, the EOH feature proposed in [18] also employs gradient-orientation information for feature extraction, but is conceptually similarly to the one of treating each component of HOG independently. A EOH feature can only characterize one orientation at a time, and it is represented by a real value. Unlike HOG, which is uniquely defined for an image region, many EOH features (with respect to different orientations) can be extracted from an image region, but each feature is only 1-D. Thus, the EOH feature is suitable for integration into the AdaBoost algorithm or boosted cascade algorithm for efficient weak-learner selection. Next, we briefly review the EOH features (see Fig. 2 ). Similar to the rectangle features, there are many blocks with different positions and aspect ratios inside a detection window. To compute the EOH features, the pixel gradient magnitude and gradient orientation of each pixel at location in block are calculated as follows:
where and are the respective gradients in the horizontal and vertical directions obtained by convolving the image with an edge operator. The gradient orientation is evenly divided into bins over 0 to 180 . The sign of the orientation is ignored; thus, the orientations between 180 to 360 are deemed the same as those between 0 and 180 . Then, the gradient orientation histograms in each orientation bin of block are obtained by summing all the gradient magnitudes whose orientations belong to bin in (4) To reduce the boundary effects, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient magnitude into adjacent histogram bins. The EOH features we adopt are measured by the ratio of the bin value of a single orientation to the sum of all the bin values (5) where is the feature value of the th EOH feature in block , and is a small positive value that avoids the denominator being zero. Each block , thus, has EOH features, , which can be selected as weak learners by AdaBoost. Like the integral-image technique for fast evaluation of rectangle features, the integral-histogram technique [31] can be used to compute the EOH features efficiently.
Phung and Bouzerdoum [28] , [29] proposed a gradient-based feature named ED (edge-density) that is represented by a real value. For a block , an ED feature is defined as the average gradient magnitude (6) [30] . The bootstrap set it employs for training is a collection of negative examples. To train each stage, the positive examples remain the same, but the negative examples are randomly selected from those not rejected by the previous stages in the bootstrap set.
where is the ED feature value in and is the area of . Similar to the rectangle features, the integral-image method [38] can be employed for fast evaluation of the ED features.
C. Combined Feature Pool
The feature pool employed in our approach for AdaBoost learning in the cascaded structure contains both intensity-based features and gradient-based features (7) where and for every block . We employ the real AdaBoost algorithm [33] for weak learner selection. To represent the distributions of positive and negative data, the domain space of the feature value is evenly partitioned into disjoint bins, denoted as , as shown in Fig. 3 . Each bin has a real-valued output , which is calculated according to the ratio of the training data input to the bin. Given input data and its feature value , the weak learner output is a mapping ; if is quantized to the bin , then . After selecting weak classifiers, the strong classifier of Real AdaBoost can be expressed as (8) where is a threshold. The confidence value of the classifier is defined as (9) A high confidence value implies that the input data is likely to be a positive sample. It has been shown that Real AdaBoost has better discriminating power than the standard binary-valued AdaBoost. More details can be found in [33] .
We use Real AdaBoost to learn classifiers for the AdaBoost stages of the proposed cascaded structure. The confidence value can be used for interstage fusion, which we introduce in Section IV.
IV. CASCADING FEED-FORWARD CLASSIFIERS
The Viola and Jones' cascaded structure [38] , illustrated in Fig. 4 , contains stages and is referred to as an AdaBoost classifier in the th stage. In this cascaded structure, detection windows that do not contain humans (referred to as negative windows) can be discarded in some early stages of the cascade. Only detection windows that pass all the stages are deemed to be positive ones (i.e., they contain humans). A characteristic of the cascading structure is that the decision times for the negative and positive windows are un-equal; the former takes much less time than the latter. To find an object of unknown position and size in an image usually involves a brute-force search of all possible sites and scales in the image. Since there are usually far more negative windows than positive windows to detect in an image, saving on the detection time of the negative windows increases the overall efficiency of the object detector.
To train a cascaded structure, the goals of the minimum detection rate of positive examples, , and the maximum false-acceptance rate of negative examples, , are set for each stage . In each stage, we employ the Real AdaBoost algorithm to select a set of weak learners from the feature pool to achieve the goals, and . The overall detection rate and the false-positive rate for the training data can be estimated as follows [38] : (10) (11) For example, if the detection rate and the false-positive rate are set as 99.95% and 50.0% respectively in all stages, then and will be % and % , respectively, for the training data. Since more difficult negative examples are used for training in later stages, more weak learners are usually chosen to satisfy the goals in the later stages.
In Viola and Jones' cascaded structure, the confidence value of each stage will be discarded in subsequent stages. That is, the confidence value used to make a binary decision (yes or no) in the current stage will not be used in later stages. Hence, no cross-stage references are allowed.
Generally, it is possible to boost the classification performance by exploiting the interstage information. This is because, by compositing the confidence values of multiple stages (say, -stages) into a vector and making a decision in the -dimensional space, the classification boundaries being considered will not be restricted as hyper-planes parallel to the axes of the stages [as shown in Fig. 5(a) ]; instead, they can be hyper-planes or surfaces of general forms. A 2-D case is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) .
One possible way to exploit the cross-stage references is to delay both the positive and negative decisions of all the stages in the cascade, and perform a postclassification in the -dimensional space to make a unique final decision. However, making a decision after gathering all the confidence values reduces the detection efficiency considerably, because it is not possible to leave the cascade early. To resolve this problem, we propose a novel approach that can exploit both the stage-wise and the cross-stage information, while preserving the chance to leave the cascade early. In our approach, some meta-stage classifiers are added to the cascaded structure to utilize interstage information and learn new classification boundaries to enhance the detection performance. In the following, we discuss the metastages in Section IV-A, and the proposed classification framework in Section IV-B. 
A. Adding Meta-Stages
Our method is based on adding some meta-stages to the original boosted cascade, as shown in Fig. 6 . A meta-stage is a classifier that uses the interstage information (represented by the confidence values) of some of the previous stages for boundary adjustment. Like an AdaBoost stage, a meta-stage is also designed with the goals of accepting and rejecting some predefined ratios of positive and negative examples. The meta-stage also outputs a confidence value obtained by the classification method employed to implement it.
First, let us investigate the basic case of inserting meta-stages [1] , and take it as an example to explain the usage of metastages. In this case, the meta-stages and the AdaBoost stages in the cascade are aligned as , where " " and " " denote the AdaBoost stages and meta-stages, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . The meta-stage is a classifier in the 2-D space. The input vector of the first meta-stage is a 2-D vector , where is the confidence value of the AdaBoost stage . The input vector of the other meta-stage is also a 2-D vector that consists of the confidence values of the two closest previous-stages in the cascade, where is the confidence value of the meta-stage . The meta-stage introduced above is a light-weight computation because only a 2-D classification is performed. However, it can help us to further reject the negative examples during training of the entire cascade. In our implementation, we usually set the goal of the meta-stage to allow all the positive training examples to be correctly classified (i.e., %), and find the classifier with the highest rejection rate of the negative training examples under this condition. This criterion does not influence the previous AdaBoost classifier's decision about the positive training data, but it can help reject more of the negative data. Like an AdaBoost stage, the negative windows are also allowed to leave the cascade early in a meta-stage (i.e., to be discarded in some early meta-stages of the cascade).
B. Meta-Stage Classifier
The classification method used in the meta-stage depends on the application. In our work, we choose the linear SVM (LSVM) [2] as the meta-stage classifier because of its high generalization ability and efficiency in evaluation. To train the meta-stage classifier, cross-validation is applied to select the best penalty parameter of the LSVM. Then, a maximum-margin hyperplane that separates the positive and negative training data can be learned based on . To satisfy the goals of the meta-stage, we move the hyperplane along its normal direction by applying different thresholds, and find the one with the highest rejection rate for the negative training data (under the assumption that no positive data will be falsely rejected). The hyperplane is formulated as , where is the 2-D normal vector of the plane and is the offset from the origin. The confidence value of the meta-stage for data is defined as (12)
C. General Structure With Meta-Stages
The cascade of introduced above can be extended to other types of cascade that combine the AdaBoost stages and the meta-stages. A general stage-cascading structure is formally defined as follows: (13) where and . The meta-stage is an -dimensional classifier and the other meta-stage is an -dimensional classifier that aggregates the confidence values of the meta-stage and its subsequent AdaBoost stages. The cascade type introduced in Section IV-A is a special case of and in the general structure. Note that, even though a low-dimensional meta-classifier is used, each meta-stage utilizes the confidence values of all the previous stages. This is because a meta-stage (except the first one) employs the confidence value of its previous meta-stage as one of the inputs. Thus, information about the previous stages will be iteratively fed-forward to the later meta-stages. The pseudo-code for learning a boosted cascade with meta-stages is given in Fig. 7 . In our experience, by adding the meta-stages, the total number of the AdaBoost stages (as well as the total number of the selected weak classifiers) can be reduced when the same goals are set.
Since there are many alternatives in the general structure, we can not test all the cases. In our experiments, we consider the following three forms: , and , which have 2-D, 3-D, and 4-D meta classifiers, respectively. We will show that, no matter what forms are used, the detection performance can be improved compared to the original cascade. 
D. Distinction of AdaBoost Stage and Meta-Stage
The proposed cascaded structure combines different types of classifiers, AdaBoost and SVM. These two classifiers have opposing concepts. The AdaBoost is "lazy" because it always stops once it learns enough to fulfill the goals pregiven. However, the goal of the AdaBoost can be "un-limitedly strict," since it is ensured that no matter how strict is the goal, the AdaBoost will achieve the goal by using more weak learners. The reason why the goal set for the AdaBoost stage (e.g., 0.05% miss and 50% false-positive given above) is not that strict is because 1) we want to fast reject the negative examples, and 2) too strict goals easily cause over-fitting.
In contrast, the meta-stage can be "aggressive" by optimizing some criteria. The underlying goal of LSVM training can be explained as "doing its best to enlarge the margin between the positive and negative training data." However, there is no guarantee that LSVM can achieve a goal arbitrarily strict. In our implementation, the meta-stage goal introduced in Section IV-A can be explained as "doing its best in rejecting negative examples by keeping the positive examples all passing." We approximate this goal by moving the boundary of a maximum-margin classifier trained by cross-validation, as introduced in Section IV-B. In our experiments, we observed that the meta-stage can usually help reject 10%-20% negative examples, which is less than the goal (50%) set for the AdaBoost stage. Hence, by using the same training dataset, the numbers of total stages obtained for the cascades with and without meta-stages are usually different, since the two stages (AdaBoost and meta-) have different properties which make them not one-to-one comparable.
In the experiment results of Section V, we will show that the detection accuracy can be enhanced by adding meta-stages. This phenomenon reveals that, when we aggregate information of previous stages appropriately in a cascade, it could result in a classifier with better generalization ability. This is probably a benefit of combining the lazy AdaBoost with a maximum-margin SVM classifier, and the corresponding theoretical justification merits future studies.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Adopted Human Data Set
To evaluate the proposed cascaded structure, we use a challenging data set, the INRIA person data set [3] , in our experiments. Some of the images are shown in Fig. 8 . The data set contains people standing in different positions with different orientations and poses. The training and testing sets in this data set are well designed. The training set contains 2416 human images of 64 128 resolution and 1218 nonhuman images. The testing set contains 1132 human images and 453 nonhuman images. The nonhuman and human images in the testing set are used to evaluate the false-positive and true-detection rates, respectively.
B. Implementation
In a 64 128 detection window, the feature pool contains 138960 features (69480 rectangle features, 62532 EOH features, and 6948 ED features). When calculating the rectangle features, mean and variance normalization is applied to reduce the effect of illumination. The mean and variance of a detection window can be calculated quickly via the integral-image technique [38] . In our implementation, the edge orientation is evenly divided into nine bins over 0 to 180 to calculate the EOH features (i.e., ), and the domain space of the feature value is evenly divided into 10 disjoint bins in the Real AdaBoost algorithm (i.e., ). A bootstrap set with over three million negative images is collected by sampling sub-images from the 1218 negative training images. Though the bootstrap set is much larger than the positive example set, equal numbers of positive and negative examples are used to train each stage to avoid the class-imbalance problem. In each stage, we randomly select the same number of negative images, which were not rejected in the previous stages, from the bootstrap set for training.
C. Performance Results of Combining Intensity-and Gradient-Based Features
We begin by investigating the detection performance of intensity-and gradient-based features, and the integration of them. We compare five methods with Viola and Jones' cascaded structure, which does not have meta-stages, as shown in Fig. 4 . The five methods employ rectangle features, EOH features, ED features, a combination of rectangle and EOH features, and a combination of them as feature pools in the Real AdaBoost algorithm. They are called the Rec-Cascade, EOH-Cascade, ED-Cascade, RecEOH-Cascade, and RecEOHED-Cascade methods, respectively. To train each AdaBoost stage, we keep adding weak classifiers until the predefined goals, the minimum detection rate and the maximum false-positive rate , are achieved, where and are set to 99.95% and 50%, respectively. The cascade will not stop learning new stages until almost all the negative images in the bootstrap set have been correctly rejected, as being detailed in the following. To learn , a set of negative examples, with its cardinality equal to that of the positive training set (2416), is first randomly selected from the bootstrap set. accepts 99.95% positive examples and rejects 50% negative ones of the selected negative set. Then, the negative examples that are correctly rejected are removed from the bootstrap set, and another negative training set of the same cardinality (2416) is constructed by randomly selecting the elements in the bootstrap set to learn . The above steps will keep going until that the elements remained in the bootstrap set are too few to compose a negative training set with the same cardinality. Similar training strategy has been adopted in many previous works [38] , [43] . method, and 13 stages with 310 features (including 115 rectangle features, 153 EOH features, and 42 ED features) in the RecEOHED-Cascade method, as shown in Fig. 9 . The EOHCascade needs fewer weak classifiers (584) than the Rec-Cascade (625) and ED-Cascade (2492), which shows that the EOH feature can represent human images better than the rectangle and ED features. By using rectangle, EOH, and ED features, the number of weak classifiers can be reduced further (310) than using only some of them. Hence, a more concise representation can be learned by fusing these features.
We also implement a boosted cascade with HOG features proposed by Zhu et al. [43] (referred to as the HOG-Cascade method). In [43] , only a simplified version of the HOG descriptor was constructed, where the Gaussian spatial weighting and trilinear interpolation were ignored, and L1 normalization was used to compute histograms efficiently. To construct a feature pool, blocks with different positions and scales were produced in a detection window, and a HOG descriptor is constructed for each block. In our implementation, there are 6948 HOG features in the feature pool and all the settings of the implementation follow those suggested in [43] . After training, there are 11 stages with 633 HOG features as shown in Fig. 10 .
With regard to the detection accuracy, we use the detection error tradeoff (DET) curves on a log-log scale, i.e., miss rate versus false positives per window (FPPW), where FPPW is defined as (14) To draw the DET curves, the FPPW is varied by applying different thresholds to the confidence value of the last stage of the cascaded detector. In this way, the maximum FPPW is restricted since many negative windows have already been successfully rejected in the previous stages. In our experiments, the maximum FPPW values are about for most of the cascaded approaches compared. Since there are far more negative windows than the positive windows in an image, a detector shall have a very low false positive rate (e.g., under ), or it might not be practically useful. A primary challenge of the object detection problem is to make the miss-rate low under the very low false-positive rate. In this paper, we use FPPW as a reference point for comparison, as suggested in [3] , [4] , and [43] .
The DET curves of the six methods are shown in Fig. 11 . In this figure, Rec-Cascade and EOH-Cascade have comparable detection accuracy, and HOG-Cascade outperforms Rec-, EOH-, and ED-Cascades. This manifests that the HOG feature is better for human and nonhuman discrimination. Note that Rec-Cascade outperforms ED-Cascade but it is not the case in [28] and [29] . There might be two reasons causing the different comparative results. First, ten prototypes of rectangle features are employed in our experiments instead of four prototypes. Second, when calculating the rectangle features, mean and variance normalization is applied to reduce the effect of illumination in our implementation, as suggested in [38] . In Fig. 11 , RecEOHED-Cascade always achieves the highest detection rate of the six methods. This demonstrates that both the intensity-based and gradient-orientation-based features can provide useful information for human detection, and the combination of rectangle, EOH, and ED features can achieve a better performance than using only some of them.
The test images of 320 240 pixels are down-sampled iteratively by a factor of 0.8 from the original resolution of 320 240 pixels (level 0) to 204 153 pixels (level 2). A sliding window of 64 128 is used to scan an image with a shifting step-size of 4 pixels. Therefore, there are 1792, 768, and 210 detection windows in the down-sampled images of level 0, level 1, and level 2, respectively. Totally, we have 2770 detection windows for 
D. Performance of Inserting Meta-Stages
In this section, we evaluate how inserting several meta-stages affects the performance of the detector. Like the AdaBoost stage, the negative training set of the meta-stage also consists of 2416 negative examples, not correctly rejected at the previous stages, selected from the bootstrap set. The cascades of the three settings , and for all , referred to as MetaCascade-2D, MetaCascade-3D, and MetaCascade-4D, respectively, are implemented for comparison. In these cascades, the rectangle, EOH, and ED features are employed to learn the AdaBoost stages. To train each meta-stage, we let all the positive examples be accepted % and find the classifier with the highest rejection rate of negative examples. The goals of the AdaBoost stages remain the same ( % and %). Three-fold cross-validation is applied to select the best parameters of the LSVM (penalty term ) employed for learning the meta-stage classifiers. For both cases with or without meta-stages, the comparison of them is on the bases that almost the same training data were used. It is because that almost the entire bootstrap set has been used up in the training process.
The detection accuracy of the methods are shown in Fig. 12 . No matter what kinds of meta-classifiers are used, the cascaded structures with meta-stages consistently achieve better detection accuracy than the RecEOHED-Cascade. We also insert meta-stages into the HOG-Cascade method, referred to as HOG-MetaCascade-2D, and the detection accuracy is further improved as shown in Fig. 12 . The results show that, by exploiting the interstage information of the cascade in an efficient way, the detection performance can be enhanced considerably.
Since only low-dimensional linear classifications are performed for meta-stages, and negative samples can be rejected early by meta-stages, the cascade with meta-stages can achieve approximately the same detection efficiency as the RecEOHED-Cascade; for a 320 240 testing image, the average processing speeds of the MetaCascade-2D, MetaCascade-3D, and MetaCascade-4D are 8.61, 8.52, and 8.44 fps, respectively, and close to that of the original cascade (8.57 fps). Moreover, the processing speed of HOG-MetaCascade-2D is 6.12 fps, which is slightly faster than that of HOG-Cascade (5.99 fps). The number of required stages and the weak classifiers for each stage are shown in Table I and Fig. 13 , respectively. The results demonstrate that the detection accuracy can be improved by inserting the meta-stages without sacrificing the detection efficiency.
E. Efficiency and Accuracy Comparison With HOG
In the next experiment, we compare MetaCascade-2D, MetaCascade-3D, MetaCascade-4D, and the HOG-based method proposed by Dalal and Triggs [3] (referred to as the HOG-LSVM method). Though the HOG-based detector of "Ker. R-HOG" outperforms "Lin. R-HOG" in [3] , its computation cost is high since it uses a Gaussian-kernel SVM instead of linear SVM. Therefore, the DET curve of the default detector, "Lin. R-HOG", suggested by Dalal and Triggs [3] is adopted for comparison. Note that "Lin. R-HOG" can achieve a similar accuracy to "Ker. R-HOG" as the FPPW goes down. As shown in Fig. 14 , the detection accuracy of the MetaCascade-2D and HOG-LSVM is comparable; one performs better when the false-positive rate is larger, while the other performs better when the rate is smaller. However, the detection efficiency of HOG-LSVM (0.91 fps) is much slower than that of MetaCascade-2D (8.61 fps). Thus, the proposed cascade with meta-stages is faster with comparable accuracy.
In Fig. 15 , we show a visualization of four features selected in the first stage of the MetaCascade-2D method. In this stage, where one EOH, one ED, and two rectangle features were selected. These four features are effective for fast rejection of nonhuman images. In Fig. 16 , we show a relative frequency distribution of the angles that were selected for the EOH features in the MetaCascade-2D method. We can see that the distribution peaks at 90 (vertical angle). This reveals that the vertical edge is a main characteristic for pedestrian detection, as also observed in [39] and [43] . Also note that the curve is roughly symmetric. It is because that standing humans are approximately symmetric about the vertical axis.
Among the three cascades with meta-classifiers, MetaCascade-2D performs slightly better than the other two in terms of From left to right are EOH, ED, vertical-line rectangle, and horizontal-edge rectangle features, respectively. both efficiency and accuracy. Fig. 17 shows some detection results of the MetaCascade-2D method on the INRIA-database images and Google images downloaded from the Internet. For reference, we also give some examples containing false positive results in Fig. 18 .
However, we cannot test all cases of the general structure because there are too many possibilities. Although the performance does not differ much, the experiment results for the fixeddimensional cases (2D, 3D, and 4D) show that improvement is possible by varying the structure.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an approach that combines both intensity and gradient information in a novel cascaded structure for detecting humans. The main contributions of our work are as follows.
1) While previous approaches focused on detecting people with a single type of feature, we show that a combination of heterogeneous features can result in a more effective detector. By integrating both intensity-and gradient-based features in the feature pool, a more compact representation containing fewer weak classifiers can be learned, and better detection accuracy can be achieved. 2) We propose a new cascaded structure that incorporates meta-stages, which can help enhance the detection accuracy of a boosted cascade without sacrificing the detection efficiency. The structure can also be applied to other object detection or object verification problems. Although we have proposed a systematic approach for human detection, the following issues merit further study. 1) Currently, the developed two-class classification framework is applied to holistic human detection. We will investigate the extension of our approach to multiclass classification, and apply it to part-based human detection. We will also integrate temporal information of human motion-continuity to further enhance the detection accuracy. 2) Although we have proposed the general idea of a meta-stage-enhanced structure, learning the structure automatically is still difficult. The method we have proposed for learning with meta-stages can be applied when the structure of the cascade is fixed. That is, the parameters in (13) are chosen in advance. Since several structures can be associated with different settings of the parameters, how to learn the best structure for object detection by choosing the parameters automatically remains an open issue.
